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Abstract—Fast yield ramping in a new technology to meet
aggressive time-to-market deadlines requires a comprehensive
design and fabrication methodology for silicon test structures
that systematically explores and validates the technology. Prior
work proposed a novel logic characterization vehicle (LCV),
along with an implementation flow that produces a test chip
that ensures logic demographics that resemble real products, and
ensures near-optimal testability and diagnosability. This work
describes a design flow that efficiently incorporates FEOL layout
properties into an easily testable and diagnosable logic-based
test chip. Experiments comparing testability, logic and layout
properties between the test chip design and various benchmark
circuits demonstrate the efficacy of this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the manufacture of integrated circuits, billions of elec-

tronic devices are fabricated simultaneously using a series

of very complex processing steps. The chance that all such

devices and interconnections will function as intended depends

on the precision exercised in their construction. When a new

manufacturing process is introduced, the yield is typically

quite low. Thus, fast yield ramping to meet aggressive time-

to-market deadlines for advancing integrated circuit (IC) tech-

nology nodes has and continues to be the primary task for

becoming profitable [1]. Yield ramping in the early stages

requires a comprehensive methodology for constructing silicon

test structures that systematically explores and validates the

technology. There are many types of silicon test structures,

ranging from the passive (via arrays, comb drives, etc.) to

large, complex circuits (e.g., ring oscillators, SRAM, etc.).

For example, one characterization vehicle incorporates a large

quantity of simple test structures (contact and via chains, comb

drives, etc.) to detect open and bridge defects [2]. In another

case, the authors of [3] leverage FPGA programmability to

configure many self-testing ring oscillators. The delay of the

BIST ring oscillators accurately correlates to the local variation

of polysilicon gate length.

Although simple test structures are extremely transparent

to defects, they do not reflect the variety of design character-

istics of actual product designs, especially the complex and

unpredictable layout geometries found in logic circuits. Thus,

in addition to test structures, a logic characterization vehicle

(LCV) that hopefully possesses the logic demographics found

in a typical customer product is routinely employed. LCV

test chips are common practice for fabless companies (e.g.,

NVidia, QUALCOMM and Broadcom), foundries (e.g., TSMC

and Global Foundries), and integrated device manufacturers

(e.g., Intel and Samsung).

LCV design has been considered in prior work. For exam-

ple, one approach includes at least one combinational logic

circuit element wrapped by a chain of flip-flops. The flip-

flop chain serves as the control circuit to apply test vector

and capture the test responses [4]. This LCV measures the

performance of the given standard cell from the test responses.

Work in [5] describes a test chip composed of various test

circuits that share test-access circuitry. Specifically, there are

three different test circuits: one aimed at uncovering front-

end-of-line (FEOL) defects, one focused on back-end-of-line

(BEOL) defects, and a third that examines memory-related

defects. Other LCV work uses a RAM constructed from

standard cells [6]. The array structure provides transparency

to upper level metal layer defects. The most common types of

LCVs employed in industry however adapt sub-circuits (e.g., a

floating-point unit) from existing product designs. These sub-

circuits are made more testable by employing high levels of

DFT to aid characterization of any encountered defects.

A shortcoming common to previous LCV design approaches

is the fact that they do not simultaneously incorporate failure

transparency and demographic reflection into the design pro-

cess. An LCV that is transparent to failure means that it easily

testable and diagnosable for both expected and unexpected

defects. An LCV that is reflective means that it possesses

the demographics (standard cells, layout geometries, etc.) that

would eventually be in customer products.

A new approach to LCV design that optimizes defect

transparency and design reflection simultaneously has been

recently introduced and fabricated [7-10]. It is based on the

insight that the manufacturing process is sensitive only to the

physical features of a design (i.e., its physical layout), and not

the logic functionality the layout implements. Consequently,

this LCV can be constructed into two phases: (1) logic function

selection that optimizes testability and diagnosability; and (2)

layout implementation that reflects the pertinent demographics

of a product-like layout.

Prior work on this LCV [7-9] provides a complete flow

for the LCV logic function design. In particular, work in

[7] demonstrated that a two-dimensional array of functional

unit blocks (FUBs) that implements a particular information

lossless function is capable of maximizing both testability

and diagnosability. Follow-on work [8], [9] proposed a design

and implementation methodology for the LCV that not only

ensures the information collected from the test and diagnosis

of the resulting LCV is relevant to a given customer design,

but also guarantees optimal testability and diagnosability.
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The objective of LCV physical implementation (i.e., layout)

is preservation of physical characteristics of customer layouts

so that it is vulnerable to the same failure models as the

product. Work in [10] preserves all the FEOL physical charac-

teristic (e.g., standard-cell neighborhoods) found in customer

products through rewiring either the entire layout or some

portion thereof. Rewiring eliminates all the existing intercon-

nects of a customer design, then re-routes the already-placed

standard cells into an LCV. Therefore, the standard-cell neigh-

borhood for a target design is completely and comprehensively

preserved. Although work in [10] preserves the standard-cell

neighborhoods for a particular product design, finding an

efficient way to incorporate any FEOL physical characteristic

deemed to be important is very desirable. In other words, prior

work examined LCV design from the perspective of a fabless

company by simultaneously incorporating transparency and

the demographics of a design from their product family. Such a

methodology is ideal for fabless customers, but is not adequate

for a foundry where a large variety of unknown customer

designs is anticipated. Prior work has shown that the FEOL

physical characteristics between designs varies substantially

[11]. In addition, most of standard-cell neighborhoods in a

particular product design are not a substantial source of the

yield loss. Works in [12], [13] describe that foundries take

more care to examine irregular layout configuration as those

are time-and-again proven to be yield killers. Therefore, the
objective of this work is to establish an efficient methodol-
ogy that (1) derives the FEOL layout demographics from
a large variety of designs, and (2) then incorporates those
characteristics into a single LCV. Finally, in this paper, the

definition of the FEOL is applied in the broad sense, that is,

FEOL include all features from the transistor level and the

metal to completely form each standard cell.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the importance of standard-cell layout demographics (called

neighborhoods) for yield ramping is discussed. This section

also details the need for a methodology that identifies the

representative neighborhoods that are most sensitive to defects.

Section III discusses the neighborhood incorporation flow to

obtain an LCV with the representative standard-cell neighbor-

hoods. Experiment results assessing and validating the design

flow are presented in Section IV. The final section concludes

the paper and describes some directions for future work.

II. NEIGHBORHOOD IDENTIFICATION

In general, two types of defects can cause yield loss. The

first type is random, which are randomly distributed defects

that are due contaminant particulates. The second type is sys-

tematic which includes defects that occur due to characteristics

of the design, the fabrication process or an interaction thereof.

Some systematic defects are unanticipated, and many depend

on properties of the layout. The FEOL layers of the layout are

vitally important because of the very fine features that define

closely-packed standard cells. A set of standard cells that

abut is called a cell neighborhood. Specifically, a standard-cell

neighborhood is an instance of a specific cell type surrounded

TABLE I
CELL NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS BENCHMARK CIRCUITS.

Circuit Cell neighborhoods
Total Unique Shared

b17 12,854 12,617 18
b18 40,073 39,593 46
b19 79,742 78,519 62

by other instances of cells (of the same or different types) on

all sides (i.e., the top, bottom, left and right).

A random particulate contaminant of a given size affecting

the FEOL can lead to a bridge defect between two nodes

belonging to different cells, or create an open net in a single

cell. To analyze how the layout of a given cell instance is

sensitive to contaminants of a certain size, the cell and all

of its neighboring cells must be considered. The portions of

adjacent cells that should be analyzed lie within a bounding

box that surround the cell. The bounding box is an expansion

of the analyzed cell by a distance equal to the diameter of

the largest likely contaminant. The area outside the analyzed

cell that is within the bounding box is referred to as the

interaction region of the cell instance. The interaction region

thus represents the area outside the cell where defects can

cause a malfunction within the analyzed cell. It is therefore

necessary to incorporate standard-cell neighborhoods into an

LCV for analyzing the FEOL for susceptibility to random

defects.

Compared to random defects, systematic defects are the

dominant source of yield loss at the 45nm and below [14].

Variation in the fabrication process can manifest as variation in

layout patterns, which then can lead to systematic defects. For

example, lateral dimension variation can lead to gate-length

variation, line-end pullback, and contact or via overlap that

produce defects. Lithography and etch processes are the largest

source of such variations. The metal-1 layer of a standard-cell

neighborhood is most sensitive to this kind of variation. An-

other concern for standard-cell neighborhoods is topography

variation. For instance, when fabricating the FEOL of standard

cells, an imperfect shallow trench isolation CMP process can

lead to topographic variation. Topographic variation not only

results in interconnect resistance and capacitance variation, but

also increases defocus in the lithography of subsequent layers,

resulting in increased line width variation [15]. It is therefore

also necessary to incorporate the standard-cell neighborhoods

into an LCV for analyzing the FEOL for susceptibility to

systematic defects [16].

Given the importance of standard-cell neighborhoods to

yield, ideally an LCV should incorporate all possible standard-

cell neighborhoods. However, due to the number of standard

cells in an advanced technology library, it is practically

impossible for a single LCV to incorporate all the standard-

cell neighborhoods formed by permutations of the cell library.

Moreover, prior work [10], [11] demonstrated that virtually

all standard-cell neighborhoods in a layout are unique, so

even incorporating the neighborhoods from a single product
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Figure 1. An example of an intensity-weighted image to match the influence
from lithographic interactions: the brighter pixels reflect greater levels of
lithographic interaction. The intensity decreases with the distance from the
center cell. Layout polygons that are closer to the central cell will have a
larger effect on the printability of the center cell.

is incredibly challenging. Table I shows an analysis of the

number of unique standard-cell neighborhoods within three

ITC99 benchmark circuits [17] that are placed-and-routed

using a 45nm process. Columns 2 and 3 list the total number

and number of unique cell neighborhoods in the benchmark

circuit, respectively. The small difference between the total

and unique counts for each design indicates that the majority

of cell neighborhoods appear only once in a given layout.

The last column of Table I lists the number of standard-cell

neighborhoods from each layout that appear in at least two

different benchmarks. The very low number of shared cell

neighborhoods supports the conclusion that among different

circuits, most standard-cell neighborhoods are unique. In light

of this observation, it is both infeasible and ineffective to

incorporate every standard-cell neighborhood from a targeted

design into an LCV. Therefore, identifying the most important

standard-cell neighborhoods that represent the characteristics

of a large set of representative neighborhoods is necessary.

In this work, representative neighborhoods are selected

from a family of designs using agglomerative clustering [18].

Agglomerative clustering is a machine learning technique that

divides data into clusters such that data points within a cluster

are similar and data points in different clusters are dissim-

ilar. Clusters are constructed by repeatedly merging similar

clusters until the exact number of clusters desired is reached.

Agglomerative clustering is preferred in this application since

it performs well when the objective is to find a large number

of clusters.

To find representative neighborhoods, the first step is to ex-

tract all of them from a set of product designs. Each standard-

cell neighborhood is represented as an image of all the layout

layers that capture the standard-cell layout characteristics. In

this work, only standard-cell related metal layers are targeted,

however other layers (polysilicon, contact, active, well, etc.)

can be included as well. The image captures a region extending

0.5um from the bounding box of the center cell. That is,

given the center of a standard cell that is bounded by a

rectangle defined by the points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), the image

represents the rectangle defined by (x1 − 0.5um, y1 − 0.5um)

and (x2 + 0.5um, y2 + 0.5um). The region size is a function of

the lithography process used and its radius of influence. This

choice of region to capture ensures that all layout patterns

that are likely to affect the center cell are included. The value

of 0.5um is derived from the physics for lithography using a

193nm ArF light source, which is the resolution enhancement

technique presently for the commercial 14/16nm nodes. With

this wavelength of light, the complex degree of coherence

(which measures the effect that one pattern has on another)

decreases to approximately 10% with a distance of 0.5um [19].

The image of layout is grid of pixels that has width and

height of 20nm, chosen arbitrarily to result in a small image

size (for fast processing) while maintaining fidelity of the

layout. The image is weighted to match the expected influence

from lithographic interactions. Layout polygons that are closer

to the central cell will have a larger effect on the printability of

the central cell. This effect is again quantified by the complex

degree of coherence. Thus, the image is weighted such that

intensity decreases with the distance from the central cell. For

simplicity, instead of the actual expression for complex degree

of coherence, a simple, loose upper bound is used. With this

weighting scheme, within the central cell the image intensity

is one where polygons are drawn and zero otherwise. Outside

the bounding box of the central cell, the intensity is scaled

by a/r , where a is a constant derived from the coherence and

r is the distance to the nearest point on the bounding box

of the central cell. For example, Fig. 1 shows an example of

an intensity-weighted image of a standard-cell neighborhood

layout, where OAI22×1 is the center cell. The image intensity

decrease with distance from the boundary of the center cell. It

represents that the effect that polygon outside the center cell

has on the layout pattern inside the center cell decreases while

the distance increases.

Once the images are extracted and weighted, they are

represented as a vector. For an image with width w and height

h, the vector will have dimension w × h with each element of

the vector corresponding to a pixel of the image. The data is

then clustered using agglomerative clustering. The similarity

metric used for forming clusters is the Euclidean distance.

That is, for two neighborhoods represented by vectors x and

y, the distance is ‖x− y‖2 . In this case, the Euclidean distance

represents the total superimposed area between the images of

two neighborhood layouts. For example, an Euclidean distance

close to zero means the influence of two neighborhoods on the

center cell are very similar. Clustering is performed for each

cell type to ensure the only difference between neighborhoods

is the result of cell abutment, rather than differences in the

layout of the central cell.

Two representative neighborhoods are arbitrarily sampled

from each cluster for inclusion into the LCV. Because applying

clustering to standard-cell neighborhoods creates a situation

where neighborhoods within clusters will be more similar

than neighborhoods outside the cluster, neighborhoods within

a cluster will be vulnerable to similar defects. Thus, by

sampling neighborhoods from each cluster, a representative

sample of all neighborhoods for a set of representative designs

can be obtained and a range of defects may be detected

by fabricating many fewer neighborhoods. In other words,
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Figure 2. Neighborhood incorporation flow.

Figure 3. An example of a representative neighborhood where AO22×4 is
the center cell.

the neighborhoods most critical to defect susceptibility are

identified and fabricated at a greater efficiency than the actual

designs used for neighborhood extraction.

III. NEIGHBORHOOD INCORPORATION

In this section, a design flow is described for generating an

LCV that includes a set of cell neighborhoods deemed to be

representative.

A. Flow Overview

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed three-step design flow. In the

first step, a set of representative standard-cell neighborhoods

are identified for the target technology node. The second

step is logic implementation. In this step, a large number

of FUB implementations are synthesized and stored in what

we call the FUB library. Then, each FUB implementation

in the library that has standard cells that subsume the cells

of a representative neighborhood is identified. The IP fault

testability of each of these identified FUBs is also determined.

From this analysis, a set of FUBs is then selected to form a

two-dimensional array [7] (called a FUB template) such that

each neighborhood is in some FUBs within the template. The

third step of the flow is physical implementation. For this step,

an LCV is created by replicating the template from the second

step as much as required, which is then placed-and-routed

without any focus on the representative neighborhoods. The

resulting layout is then analyzed to identify which cells and

routing should be altered to form each neighborhood with the

aim of minimizing any increase in wire/interconnect length.

Fig. 2 uses a rectangle to represent each sub-step, and uses a

rounded-corner box to indicate an output file created by the

previous sub-step. Each sub-step is further described in the

following sections.

B. Neighborhood Creation

Neighborhood identification: representative neighborhood

construction is the first step of the neighborhood incorporation

flow shown in Fig 2. It begins with a standard-cell library.

Section II described one method for identifying representative

neighborhoods from a large number of neighborhoods within

a group of place-and-routed designs based on the standard-

cell library. Alternative approaches can be used as well. For

example, fabless or foundries can specify the representative

neighborhoods that would aid yield ramping. To be more

specific, a fabless company can specify the representative

neighborhoods based on the standard-cell distribution of a

particular design or family of designs; a foundry, on the

other hand, can identify representative neighborhoods from the

layout pattern database for process weak-point monitoring and

tracking [12]. Regardless of which neighborhood identification

method is employed, a list of standard-cell neighborhoods,

including standard-cell types, orientation, and relative location,

is identified in the first step of the design flow shown Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a representative neighborhood

identified from a set of benchmark designs through the clus-

tering method described in the last section. The center cell

is an AND-OR (AO22×4) gate with an AND-OR-INVERT

(AOI222×2) gate above, an AND (AND2×1) gate to the left,

etc. The important goal of this work is to preserve the rep-

resentative neighborhood, including the cell type, orientation

and relative location, in the LCV, an overall process we term

neighborhood formation.

C. Logic Implementation

Given a set of the representative neighborhoods created by

the last step, denoted as N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nn}, where n
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is the total number of the representative neighborhoods, the

second step of Fig. 2 identifies a set of FUB implementations

that incorporate N . The first sub-step is called FUB library

creation, which begins with the same standard-cell library used

in the first step. By leveraging the design flow described in

[7], a FUB library is created that has hundreds of thousands of

different implementations for an information-lossless function.

The FUB library is denoted as F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm}, where

m is the total number of FUB implementations within the

library. Then, the logic design formation step selects a set of

the FUB implementations from the FUB library F. The FUBs

in the template altogether incorporate all of the representative

neighborhoods N , that is, for each Ni there is an Fj such that

all the cells in Ni are also in Fj .

Logic design formation: constructing an optimization prob-

lem enables systematic selection of FUBs for the FUB tem-

plate. For a set of representative standard-cell neighborhoods

N , the cell demographics for each neighborhood can be

characterized as a matrix α = {α1, α2, . . . , αn}; each column

vector αi tabulates the cell count for each cell type. The same

characterization is applied to each FUB implementation within

the FUB library F, resulting in a matrix β = {β1, β2, . . . , βm}.

Using all FUBs within the FUB library can easily incorporate

every representative neighborhood. For example, the whole

FUB library can be selected to create the template. However,

the objective of this work is to incorporate the representative

neighborhoods efficiently so that the chip area needed for the

LCV is minimized. Therefore, an objective is formulated to

guide the selection of FUB implementations for the template.

The representative neighborhood ratio is one objective, and is

defined to be the cell count of all representative neighborhoods

to the total cell count in the LCV that incorporates all

representative neighborhoods. A ratio of one is ideal because it

means that the minimal number of cells is used to incorporate

all of the representative neighborhoods.

minimize
x,K

pRx + sum(βx) (3.1)

subject to βj xj −
∑

i

Ki jαi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

∑

j

Ki j ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

xj ≥ 0,Ki j ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Another objective is transparency to defects. Similar to prior

work, this work applies the Input-Pattern fault model [20] at

the cell level to evaluate design testability since it subsumes

any detectable intra-cell defects. Because the testability of

each individual FUB implementation ensures overall test-chip

testability [8], each implementation in the FUB library F
is assessed for IP fault testability that results in a vector

R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm}. Each R j corresponds to a given FUB

implementation Fj and tabulates an IP-fault redundancy ratio,

which is the ratio of redundant IP faults to the total IP faults

for FUB Fj . For example, R j = 0 means each cell in FUB

Fj is 100% IP fault testable. Eq. 3.1 is formulated to select a

set of FUBs to minimize redundancy while incorporating all

representative neighborhoods.

In Eq. 3.1, p is a scalar parameter for tuning the tradeoff

between the IP fault coverage and the representative neighbor-

hood ratio; x is a vector that identifies the FUB implementa-

tions for creating the FUB template; and K is a binary matrix

that represents the relationship between a FUB implementation

Fj and a representative neighborhood Ni . For example, if

Ki j = 1 , indicates that the ith representative neighborhood

can be incorporated within FUB Fj . To be more specific, it

means that the FUB Fj has at least one cell of every cell in

the neighborhood Ni . Parameters x and K are the quantities

being optimized in Eq. 3.1. Therefore, the solution of Eq.

3.1 not only selects a testable/diagnosable FUB template but

also assigns each representative neighborhood to a given FUB

within the resulting template. The first term in Eq. 3.1 pRx
drives the solver to minimize the redundant IP faults. The sec-

ond term sum(βx) increases the neighborhood incorporation

efficiency. The first constraint ensures the selected FUBs have

sufficient standard cells to incorporate the entire representative

neighborhood set N . The second constraint guarantees every

representative neighborhood is incorporated into one FUB in

the resulting template. The solution x of the Eq. 3.1 identifies

a group of FUB implementations for creating a FUB template.

Then an LCV is created by replicating the FUB template as

much as required, for the desired array size (e.g., a FUB

template with four FUBs would be replicated ten times to

produce a 10×4 array, or a 5×8 array, etc.).

D. Physical Implementation

The third step of Fig. 2 describes a placement method

for representative neighborhood physical implementation. The

physical implementation step not only incorporates the rep-

resentative neighborhoods, but also minimizes chip area of

the LCV. Placement is a key step in physical implementation.

A poor placement not only requires more area and wire

length, but also can make routing difficult or even impossible.

Increases in chip area and wire length are both not desirable

for the LCV that targets the FEOL manufacturing process.

More specifically, an increase in chip area means an increase

in the number of fabricated chips required to produce a given

number of representative-neighborhood instances. More, in-

creased wire length raises the likelihood that defects affect the

routing, which is not the focus of FEOL LCV. Defects within

the interconnect may mask, perturb, or mimic the behavior

of defects in the FEOL process. As a result, the physical

placement approach developed here identifies standard cells

to form the representative neighborhood and positions the

neighborhood within the LCV layout such that chip area and

wire length are minimized.

Fig. 4 is used to illustrate the placement approach. Fig. 4(a)
shows part of an LCV layout for an actual FUB implemen-

tation Fj ; only a portion of the layout can be shown since a

typical FUB can contain hundreds of standard cells. Solving

Eq. 3.1 results in the selection of a FUB implementation Fj

for each representative neighborhood Ni . In this example, Ni

contains the standard cells {A1-A4, B1,C1,C2,D3,D4}, with
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A1 B1 C1 C2 A2

D1 D2 A3 C3 B2 B3

D3 D4 D5 A4 A5 B4

(a)

C2 A3 D2 C3 A5

B1 D4 A2 D1 B2 B3

A4 C1 A1 D5 B4

D3

Representative 
neighborhood Ni

(b)

Figure 4. Portions of an LCV layout for a FUB implementation Fj sub-
circuit, (a) without and (b) with a representative neighborhood Ni .

D4 being the center cell. Without considering any of the

representative neighborhoods, the layout of complete LCV

(i.e., FUB template replicated the requisite number of times

to form the desired array) is placed and routed to achieve

the minimal chip area and wire length. A small portion of

the resulting LCV layout that contains cells from Fj are

in the (partial) layout shown in Fig. 4(a). Although it is

highly unlikely that place-and-route will serendipitously form

each representative neighborhood Ni , it does produce an LCV

layout that optimizes the location of each standard cell within

each FUB Fj that minimizes overall chip area and wire length.

This initial layout is then analyzed and systematically modified

to generate a final layout that contains each neighborhood

Ni . To ensure no increase in final layout area, cells can

only be repositioned (to form some Ni) within the bounding

box of the initial LCV layout. However, repositioning cells

will likely increase wire length somewhat since these cells

must maintain the same inter-cell connections dictated by

the LCV design. Therefore, minimizing the increase in wire

length due to neighborhood formation is the objective of our

repositioning placement approach. There are two sub-steps cell

repositioning:

1) Neighborhood formation identifies which cells in FUB

Fj will be used to construct neighborhood Ni ; although it is

known that Fj has cells that can form Ni , there may be multi-

ple instances of a given cell type thus necessitating decisions

concerning which specific cells to select for neighborhood

formation.

TABLE II
STANDARD-CELL COUNTS FOR A SUB-CIRCUIT OF FUB Fj AND

REPRESENTATIVE NEIGHBORHOOD Ni OF FIG. 4.

AO22 (A) OA22 (B) XOR2 (C) AOI22 (D)
Partial LCV layout

of FUB Fj

5 4 3 5

Neighborhood Ni 4 1 2 2

2) Neighborhood localization identifies the exact location

of a repositioned cell for minimizing any increase in wire

length. Each of these two sub-steps are described next in detail.

Neighborhood formation: As just mentioned, the objective

of this step is to identify the standard cells for forming

a given representative neighborhood while minimizing wire

length. For example, the partial LCV layout shown in Fig. 4(a)
contains standard cells that subsume the neighborhood Ni =

{A1-A4, B1,C1,C2,D3,D4}. In Fig. 4, each standard cell is

labeled with an abbreviation from ‘A’ to ‘D’ and a subscript

to indicate type and instance number, respectively. Table II

lists the number of cell instances within the partial layout

and the instance counts required by Ni . Table II clearly

shows that FUB Fj includes more cells of each type than

the neighborhood requires. More, because the cell locations in

Fig. 4(a) have been optimized by place-and-route for minimal

wire length, arbitrary selection of cells to form a representative

neighborhood can lead to a significant increase in wire length.

In order to simultaneously optimize formation of all neighbor-

hoods within the initial LCV layout, an optimization problem

is formulated for systematic cell selection that minimizes the

total increase in wire length.

The obvious goal of neighborhood formation is to select

cells that lead to little modification of the initial layout. The

criterion adopted here for reaching that goal is to minimize the

overall distance (in the original layout) among cells used to

form the neighborhood. Specifically, the Manhattan distance

between any two standard cells is adopted in this work. The

intuition here is that if selected cells are already within close

proximity in the initial layout, then minimal cell repositioning

and rerouting will be necessary to construct the neighborhood.

Given the initial layout of an LCV of FUBs, the Manhattan

distance between any two standard cells within each FUB is

characterized as a matrix ALL , where L is the total number

of cells in a given FUB, and an entry ai j in A contains

the Manhattan distance between the ith and jth cell. For

example, a13 = 150 indicates there is 150um between 1st

and 3rd cell. In addition, each neighborhood assigned to a

given FUB is characterized by a matrix γ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γS},

where S is the total number of neighborhoods assigned to be

incorporated in this FUB; each column vector γ j tabulates the

cell count of each cell type for the jth neighborhood. For

each representative neighborhood γ j , a column vector x j is

formed to indicate which cell in the FUB is selected to form

the jth representative neighborhood. The column vector x j

tabulates every standard cell in the given FUB. Specifically,

Eq. 3.2 shows the definition of the column vector x j . The
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notation “1(celli ∈ γ j)” in Eq. 3.2 means that if the ith cell

is selected to from representative neighborhood γ j , the ith
variable of vector x j is equal to 1. Correspondingly, for the

entire representative neighborhood set γ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γS}, a

binary matrix X = {x1, x2, . . . , xS} is formed. Note that every

standard cell in the given FUB is tabulated in the same order

for each column vector x j in matrix X . Because a standard cell

can be used only once to within a representative neighborhood,

only one entry of each row in matrix X is non-zero.

x j = [1(cell1 ∈ γ j), 1(cell2 ∈ γ j), . . . , 1(cellL ∈ γ j)] (3.2)
Finally, the cell demographics (cell counts for each cell

type) of each vector x j must match the demographics of the

corresponding neighborhood γ j . Thus, the cell demographics

of the FUB is also characterized as a binary matrix C, which

indicates the cell type of vector x j . For example, if Ci j = 1, it

means the cell type of the jth cell in any column vector xk ∈

X is identical to the ith entry of representative neighborhood

vector γk ∈ γ. Using the matrices described above, Eq. 3.3 is

formulated for each FUB in the LCV respectively to identify

groups of cells to construct representative neighborhoods,

while minimizing increase in wire length.

minimize
X

S∑

j

xTj Axj (3.3)

subject to Cxj = γj, 1 ≤ j ≤ S
S∑

j

Xi j ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ L.

In Eq. 3.3, the matrix X is the quantity being optimized. The

objective function in Eq. 3.3 evaluates the overall deviation

from the initial layout required for forming the representative

neighborhoods. The constraint condition in Eq. 3.3 guarantees

that every neighborhood will be incorporated in the LCV with

no cell type being oversubscribed. The outcome of solving

Eq. 3.3 is a list of the standard cell sets that makeup each

representative neighborhood.

Neighborhood localization: the final step of neighborhood

physical implementation is to identify the location for each

representative neighborhood. Although Eq. 3.3 selects groups

of standard cells that lead to minimal cell repositioning and

rerouting of the initial layout, identifying the optimized lo-

cation for each representative neighborhood is required. The

routing wires of a representative neighborhood fall into two

categories: (1) internal wires: the wires that connect cells

that form the neighborhood; and (2) external wires: the wires

that connect to cells outside the neighborhood. For a group

of cells that result from Eq. 3.3, the neighborhood specifies

the relative location of each cell; thus, the location of the

neighborhood does not have any impact on internal wire

length. On the other hand, the relative distance between the

cells inside neighborhood and outside the neighborhood is

determined by the location of the neighborhood. Therefore, the

placement location of the representative neighborhood affects

the external wire length (i.e., wires outside the representative
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Figure 5. Median region of an example standard cell.

neighborhood), and thus the total wire length of the LCV

layout.

This work leverages the method described in [21] to find

the median region of the representative neighborhood in or-

der to minimize the external wire length. Specifically, the

median region defines the possible locations for a cell that

results in minimal wire length. Fig. 4 illustrates the median

region and the method to find the median region for an

example cell A. There are three wires connecting to cell

A {wire1,wire2,wire3}. Each of these wires are denoted

by a closed dashed line: wire1 connects cells {A, B,C};

wire2 connects cells {A,D, E}, and wire3 connects cells

{A, F, I, J}. For each wire, a bounding box is determined for

the connecting cells excluding the target cell (in this case,

cell A). For example, the bounding box of wire1 is a series

(xl[1], xr [2], yu[1], yl[1]) shown as grids in Fig. 5. Then, an x
series is created by collecting the left and right boundaries of

each wire, and a y series is created by collecting the upper

and lower boundaries of each wire. The values in both the x
and y series are sorted into ascending order. For example,

the x series is (xl[1], xl[2], xr [1], xr [2], xl[3], xr [3]) and the

y series is (yu[2], yu[3], yl[2], yu[1], yl[1], yl[3]) for cell A in

Fig. 5. From [21], the median region for cell A is given by

(xopt, yopt ), where xopt and yopt are the medians of the x

series and y series. For example, the median region for cell A
is a region defined by ((xr [1], xr [2]), (yl[2], yu[1])), shown as

the gray box in Fig. 5.

However the approach in [21] only determines the location

for a single cell, so it is extended here to handle a group

(i.e., neighborhood) of cells. Specifically, for a representative

neighborhood Ni , it contains a set of cells, denoted as Ci =

{cell1, cell2, , cellK }, where K is the number of standard cells

in Ni . There are M external wires connecting to the set of

cells Ci , denoted as Wi = {wire1,wire2, . . . ,wireM }. Then,

the initial layout of the LCV is used to create the x series

and y series of the bounding boxes of wires Wi as earlier

described. Finally, the optimal location for the representative

neighborhood Ni is the medians of the x series and y series

of the bounding boxes of wires Wi .

Finally, in order to create the final layout of the LCV, the

center cell of every representative neighborhood is first placed
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TABLE III
IP FAULT COVERAGE AND NEIGHBORHOOD RATIO COMPARISON FOR FUB TEMPLATES AND ITC DESIGN FAMILY FOR DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGY NODES.

Technology node ITC design family FUB template Improvement
IP fault
coverage

Neighborhood
ratio

Circuit IP fault
coverage

Neighborhood
ratio

Value of
p

IP fault
coverage

Neighborhood
ratio

65nm 56.8% 11.3% FT1 75.7% 23.0% 0 1.33× 2.03×
FT2 76.6% 20.6% 8,000 1.35× 1.82×
FT3 81.3% 12.7% 16,000 1.43× 1.12×

45nm 55.1% 9.6% FT1 75.9% 20.6% 0 1.37× 2.14×
FT2 76.8% 18.7% 8,000 1.39× 1.95×
FT3 80.9% 12.0% 16,000 1.47× 1.25×

15nm 62.3% 12.0% FT1 79.1% 32.6% 0 1.40× 2.71×
FT2 80.0% 29.3% 8,000 1.42× 2.41×
FT3 81.0% 24.9% 16,000 1.44× 2.08×

in the median region, followed by the rest of cells within the

neighborhood, a commercial tool is then used to place and

route the remaining cells.

The design flow is very flexible in that all or parts of it

can be employed. For example, a set of irregular standard-

cell neighborhoods can be investigated by providing as input

detailed neighborhood information for logical and physical

implementation steps of the design flow. Alternatively, FEOL

demographics derived from a large variety of designs can be

obtained from neighborhood creation step of the design flow.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Three different standard-cell libraries at 15nm, 45nm and

65nm technology nodes are utilized for the experiment. Fol-

lowing the design flow detailed in Section III, a FUB library

is created that contains more than 88, 000 different FUB

implementations of an information-lossless function that has

six inputs and six outputs equally split between the vertical

and horizontal ports.

This work leverages the clustering method (described in

Section II) to create the representative neighborhoods from

five ITC99 benchmarks [17], namely, b13, b14, b17, b18 and

b19. This family of benchmarks are each separately synthe-

sized, placed and routed [22], [23] using the three libraries.

Neighborhood extraction resulted in 903, 1, 548 and 1, 840 rep-

resentative neighborhood clusters (neighborhood creation of

Section III) for the 15nm, 45nm and 65nm technology nodes,

respectively. This result shows that number of representative

neighborhoods reduces with as layouts become more regular

[11], [23].

In addition, for each cell type in benchmark family of

designs, agglomerative clustering (described in Section II)

produces at least one cluster where every cell type serves as the

center cell. Fig. 6 illustrates the detailed standard-cell distribu-

tion of the representative neighborhoods with respect to total

cell counts for all five designs. The blue bar and left-y axis

together indicate the cell count of each logic function serving

as the center cell in the representative neighborhoods. The red

bar and right-y axis together indicate the total cell count of the

design family. The histograms of Fig. 6 clearly indicate that

the representative neighborhoods closely mimic the standard-

cell distribution (one of the FEOL demographics) of the ITC

design family. Therefore, the proposed neighborhood identi-

fication method is able to preserve the FEOL properties of a

design family into a set of the representative neighborhoods.

By incorporating this set of the representative neighborhoods,

the LCV is able to explore the FEOL properties of the design

family via silicon, which helps quickly yield ramping.

Following the design flow proposed in section III, each FUB

implementation and representative neighborhood are charac-

terized (logic implementation of Section III). The resulting

redundant IP fault ratio and gate-count matrices are used

to formulate the optimization problem described in Eq. 3.1.

Because Eq. 3.1 is an integer-programming formulation, the

Branch and Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) [24] is

used to obtain the FUB template. The maximal runtime for

each optimization problem is set 10.8 hours. The solver runs

on a machine with 64 CPU cores running at 2.2GHz with

1,009GB of RAM.

Table III provides a detailed comparison of IP fault coverage

and neighborhood ratio for FUB templates and scanned ITC

design family for three technology nodes. Specifically, three

FUB templates are created using different values for the tuning

the parameter p in Eq. 3.1. By varying the value of p (shown in

the seventh column) from 0 to 16,000, it is possible to achieve

a 6% increase in IP fault coverage at cost of an 8% reduction in

representative neighborhood ratio. It is also possible to explore

the tradeoff at finer level of granularity. For example, the IP

coverage instead of being maximized over the entire circuit can

instead be focused on the center cell of each neighborhood.

Table III also lists the IP fault coverages and representative

neighborhood ratios of the ITC design family. Note that the

IP fault coverage of ITC design family at the 15nm node is

significantly higher than 45nm and 65nm technology nodes

because only simple standard-cell functions are available in

the 15nm library. Due to fewer input ports existing on sim-

ple standard-cell functions, more IP faults are likely to be

activated. The last two columns summarize the improvement

in IP fault coverage and representative neighborhood ratio

for the FUB templates compared to the ITC design families.

The results show (1) FUB templates have higher testability

(an approximate 1.4× higher on average), and (2) higher

representative neighborhood ratios (ranging from 1.12× to

2.71×). Overall, this result demonstrates that the design flow
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Figure 6. Representative neighborhoods and standard-cell histogram for ITC design family constructed using (a) 15nm, (b) 45nm and (c) 65nm standard-cell
libraries and PDKs (process-design kits).

TABLE IV
WIRE LENGTH COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LCV LAYOUTS WITHOUT AND

WITH THE REPRESENTATIVE NEIGHBORHOODS FOR THREE TECHNOLOGY

NODES.

Circuit Initial layout
(cm)

Final layout
(cm)

Wirelength
increase (cm)

LCV65nm 78.0 87.4 9.4 (12.1%)
LCV45nm 51.9 59.1 7.2 (13.8%)
LCV15nm 15.8 20.4 4.6 (29.2%)

of Fig. 2 can produce a design that efficiently incorporates

representative cell-level layout neighborhoods with superior

testability. In addition, the methods of prior work [8-9], can

also be deployed here to ensure testability and diagnosability

of likely cell-level defects.

For the representative neighborhood physical implemen-

tation, three FUB templates that have a balanced tradeoff

between IP fault coverage and representative neighborhood

ratio are chosen to for LCV layout implementation at the

65nm, 45nm and 15nm technology nodes. As described in

above, the total wire length is used to gauge the quality

of the physical implementation. Specifically, the total wire

length of the initial layout of the LCV, which achieves the

minimal wire length and chip area without incorporating the

neighborhoods, is listed in the second column. The third

column lists the total wire length of the LCVs with the

representative neighborhoods created by the proposed method.

As expected, incorporating the neighborhoods increases the

total wire length. To be specific, the increases in wire length

are 12.1%, 13.8% and 29.2% for the 65nm, 45nm and 15nm
technology nodes, respectively. The larger increase in the wire

length at the 15nm technology node is caused by the higher

representative neighborhood ratio compared to the other nodes.

Overall, Table IV demonstrates that the design flow of Fig. 2
can produce an LCV that incorporates representative FEOL

layout neighborhoods with a modest increase in total wire

length. In addition, the average runtime for each optimization

problem (Eq. 3.3) is approximately 1.6 minutes. The short

runtime is due to the small number of cells within a FUB

implementation. It is true that the overall runtime of the

entire design flow of Fig. 2 increases with the number of

representative neighborhoods due to the complexity of the

optimization problem. However, it is possible to partition the

representative neighborhoods into smaller sets and process

them independently, resulting in a linear increase in overall

runtime.

Finally, table V compares the wire length per layer and

the routing density between the ITC99 design family and an

LCV (LCV65nm shown in Table IV) at the 65nm technology

node. Here, the routing density is defined as the ratio of the

total routing area to total chip area. The routing density is

used to gauge the difficulty of the routing task. For example,

a layout with lower routing density indicates it is easier to

route, and has more space to change an irregular layout pattern
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TABLE V
WIRE LENGTH PER LAYER COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ITC DESIGN

FAMILY AND A FUB TEMPLATE AT 65NM TECHNOLOGY NODE.

Metal layer ITC design family LCV65nm
Wirelength

(um)
Density Wirelength

(um)
Density

1 59,931 1.0% 36,114 0.9%
2 634,867 11.0% 360,888 9.8%
3 694,335 12.0% 353,713 9.6%
4 439,743 7.6% 116,502 0.3%
5 181,075 3.1% 6,859 0.1%
6 3,494 0.06% 0 0%
7 344 0.005% 0 0%

as compared to a layout with higher routing density. The

first observation shows that the LCV has less wire length

per metal layer compared to the ITC design family. The

explanation is that the LCV contains fewer standard cells than

the ITC design family, so that leads to less total wire length.

The second observation shows that the LCV has less routing

density compared to the ITC design family, which indicates

that proposed physical implementation method does not make

routing either difficult or impossible. Since the LCV has more

space to fix the irregularity created by routing, the LCV is less

likely to be susceptible to BEOL defects, thereby allowing the

focus to be on defects occurring at the FEOL. Finally, the FUB

template uses fewer metal layers, which leads to fewer mask

layers fabricated, and saves LCV fabrication cost.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presents a design flow for preserving FEOL

layout properties (i.e., the standard-cell neighborhood) within

a highly transparent logic characterization vehicle (LCV).

Specifically, the design flow significantly improves the ef-

ficiency of the test chip for analyzing the cell-level layout

demographics in the following aspects. (1) FEOL layout

property identification: standard-cell neighborhoods that are

representative of a family of designs are determined. (2)

Layout demographics incorporation: chip area required for in-

corporating the representative neighborhoods is minimized. (3)

Cell-level testability: a high level of cell testability is ensured;

for example, on average, a 20% (see Table III) reduction in the

number of redundant cell-level faults is achieved as compared

to the representative benchmark circuits. Design experiments

showed that FEOL layout properties from a large variety of

designs can be efficiently incorporated into a highly testable

LCV with a modest increase in total wire length with minimal

chip area. Our current work is focused on designing an LCV

that is fully transparent to any defects within BEOL while

preserving BEOL layout demographics.
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